Ready For The
Next Big Thing
For Government

In today’s global economy, technology offers the potential for unparalleled innovation. To realize that
potential, you need a partner with the knowledge, innovation and capabilities to empower and strengthen
your government agency in a timely manner.
As a trusted provider of secure technology solutions to the U.S. government, Samsung has put its spirit
of innovation and collaboration into delivering products that will help your agency stay ahead of the curve
while lowering costs, increasing efficiency and maintaining security.

Nobody Can Predict the Future,
But We Can Help You Be Ready for It
Unforeseen conditions and rapid changes are inevitable in the technology arena. We can help you adjust
quickly to – and successfully route – such changes through our enterprise-grade products that
seamlessly integrate with your agency’s infrastructure, keep your data safe with comprehensive solutions
and provide employees with beneficial features they truly enjoy using.
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Mobile Products
Communicate and collaborate with colleagues more easily and securely than ever with our selection of innovative
mobile products and defense-grade Samsung KNOX mobile security platform.

Samsung Galaxy Note5 and Samsung Galaxy Note edge
Optimize productivity with the multitasking and innovative note-taking capabilities
of Samsung Galaxy Note5 and Samsung Galaxy Note edge. Enjoy familiar,
mouse-like editing with the S Pen on a brilliant large-format screen. And have
the peace of mind from the moment you turn on the device, thanks to embedded
KNOX security.

Samsung Galaxy S6 and Samsung Galaxy S6 edge
Get our best display, fastest mobile processor and powerful productivity
features wrapped in a sleek metal and glass design you and your employees
will want to use.

Samsung Galaxy S6 edge+
The Samsung Galaxy S6 edge+ offers remarkable performance in a large-format,
dual-edge design. Enhance productivity with quick access to notifications and
contacts on the edge screen. Simplify multitasking with Multi Window capabilities
and leading business applications on the 5.7" Super AMOLED display.

Samsung Galaxy S5
The stunning, powerful, water-resistant** Samsung Galaxy S5 delivers a brilliant display,
fast camera and integrated S Health™ technology to enhance every day.
**Device has been tested and received an IP (Ingress Protection) rating of IP67, which means that it is protected against dust
intrusion and capable of withstanding water immersion between 15cm and 1 meter for 30 minutes.

Samsung Gear S2
Whether in high-pressure meetings or in the field braving the elements, the
Samsung Gear S2 prepares your team to take on critical tasks. With elegant curves
and premium finishes, the Samsung Gear S2 makes a statement. Add customizable
faces, interchangeable bands and an IP68 rating* and the Samsung Gear S2 fits any
business setting.
*Water-resistant and dustproof based on IP68 rating, which tests submersion up to 1.5 meters for up to 30 minutes.
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Mobile Products (cont.)
Samsung KNOX
Defense-grade Samsung KNOX security is a highly resilient mobile platform that brings
unprecedented device security to government and enterprises. KNOX allows individuals
to combine a single device for work and personal use without compromising security.
It also provides greater protection for your sensitive data and cooperation with your IT
department’s policy requirements by easily integrating with your agency’s existing
security solution.

Common Criteria and FIPS-Certified Devices
Along with Samsung KNOX security, numerous Samsung mobile devices have Common Criteria certification, which
evaluates a mobile device to see that it provides adequate security for its intended purpose. These devices are also
FIPS 140-certified, which validates that a mobile device uses and implements encryption algorithms correctly.

Tablets, Laptops and Zero Client Displays
Put the power of Samsung’s mobile computing products to work for you and keep your agency on the cutting edge of
innovation while also keeping secure communication a priority.

Samsung Galaxy Tab S2
The thin, lightweight Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 displays presentations and documents
crystal clear on the Super AMOLED display. Review, edit and send files quickly with
the 1.9GHz octa-core processor. And enjoy superior, customizable desktop
interoperability that securely connects your mobile ecosystem.
*A single Microsoft® app is preloaded on the tablet; when the device is connected to the internet
and when the app is pressed, the suite of Microsoft Office for Android™ apps is downloaded.
8.0 INCH (32GB) Wi-Fi® | Black: SM-T710NZKEXAR | White: SM-T710NZWEXAR
9.7 INCH (32GB) Wi-Fi | Black: SM-T810NZKEXAR | White: SM-T810NZWEXAR
9.7 INCH (32GB) LTE | AT&T: SM-T817AZKAATT | Sprint: SM-T817PZKASPR | T-Mobile ®: SM-T817TZKATMB | Verizon: SM-T817VZWAVZW

Samsung Galaxy Tab A
The Samsung Galaxy Tab A improves productivity and transforms workflow
efficiencies with powerful multitasking features, Microsoft® Office for Android™ apps
preloaded* and defense-grade Samsung KNOX security, so your team can work from
virtually anywhere.
*A single Microsoft app is preloaded on the tablet; when the device is connected to the internet
and when the app is pressed, the suite of Microsoft Office for Android apps is downloaded.
8.0 INCH Wi-Fi | Smokey Titanium: SM-T350NZAAXAR | White: SM-T350NZWAXAR
9.7 INCH Wi-Fi | Smokey Titanium: SM-T550NZAAXAR | White: SM-T550NZWAXAR
9.7 INCH Wi-Fi with S Pen | Smokey Titanium: SM-T350NZAAXAR
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Samsung Galaxy Tab Active (Wi-Fi Only)
Ruggedized, enterprise-ready and solutions-ready, the Samsung Galaxy Tab Active is
IP67-certified for water and dust resistance and is field-/outdoor-ready thanks to its
bundled protective case and 8" daylight-readable display. Don’t worry about drops or
impacts in active business environments. With its included cover, the Samsung Galaxy
Tab Active is designed to handle drops of up to 1.2 meters (3.9 feet).*** In addition, it
includes NFC, a user-replaceable battery and a 3-year warranty. Finally, defense-grade
Samsung KNOX security allows your team to work from virtually anywhere.
***Drop test results meet MIL STD 810G standard.
SM-T360NNGAXAR

Zero Client Desktops and Displays
The NX-N2-T Zero Client Desktop features built-in PCoIP® technology,
which connects users to the corporate cloud while simplifying and securing
the endpoint device. NC Series Zero Client Cloud Displays integrate
enterprise-grade monitor designs with the latest in VDI zero client
technology in an elegant all-in-one package. Samsung zero clients are
purpose-built for VDI access, making them the ideal products for a truly
centralized IT infrastructure.
21.5 INCH: NC221-S | 24 INCH: NC241-TS | Stand-Alone: NX-N2-T

Samsung ATIV Book 9 and Samsung ATIV Book 9 Plus
Bring clarity to your work on the impressively thin, lightweight ATIV Book 9.
SideSync™ capability lets you automatically sync files with select Samsung
smartphones, or use the device as a second display. A long-lasting 10-hour
battery ensures all-day productivity. Step up to the ATIV Book 9 Plus for full
touch-screen capability.
ATIV BOOK 9 | NP900X3K-S01US | NP900X3K-S02US
ATIV BOOK 9 PLUS | NP940X3K-S01US | NP940X3K-S02US | NP940X3K-K02US

Solid State Drives
Handle workloads from high-end computing on client PCs to heavy data center
use with our new generation of solid state drives. From our portable T1 SSDs to
our 850 EVO and 850 PRO series SSDs, you’ll have speed optimized for business
use, AES 256-bit encryption to protect sensitive data and high endurance for
long-lasting performance.
850 EVO SSD | 1.0TB: MZ-75E1T0B/AM | 500GB: MZ-75E500B/AM | 250GB: MZ-75E250B/AM | 120GB: MZ-75E120B/AM
850 PRO SSD | 1.0TB: MZ-7KE1T0 | 512GB: MZ-7KE512 | 256GB: MZ-7KE256 | 128GB: MZ-7KE128
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Digital Displays
From conference rooms to lobby signage to fully customized video walls, Samsung SMART Signage Displays allow you to
deliver dynamic content and messaging while creating new communication opportunities and experiences at your agency.

ED-D Series LED Display (32"–75")
Get excellent Full HD quality at a smart price with these
energy-efficient LED displays that are perfect for boardrooms,
conference rooms and general signage in and around your agency.
32 INCH: ED32D | 40 INCH: ED40D | 46 INCH: ED46D
55 INCH: ED55D | 65 INCH: ED65D | 75 INCH: ED75D

DM-D Series LED Display (32"–82")
Built for reliable, continuous 24/7 operation, these stunning Full HD
displays feature an upgraded Samsung SMART Signage Platform
and full range of connectivity options, like embedded Wi-Fi® so you
can customize your content.
32 INCH: DM32D | 40 INCH: DM40D | 48 INCH: DM48D | 55 INCH: DM55D
65 INCH: DM65D | 75 INCH: DM75D | 82 INCH: DM82D

UD-D Series LED Display (46" and 55")
Create a seamless, premium video wall solution with Full HD displays that
have near-seamless 3.5mm bezel-to-bezel specs, ColorExpert Calibration
to ensure vibrant, accurate, consistent colors and an embedded SMART
Signage Platform.
46 INCH: UD46C | 55 INCH: UD55D
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Printers
Samsung’s high-performance and resource-efficient printers offer reliable, cost-competitive document-handling solutions
while keeping security at top of mind. All printers listed are TAA-compliant for United States government use.

ProXpress M4530ND/TAA
Take business performance to a new level with this monochrome single-function
printer. Work fast with a 47 PPM engine and intuitive, easy-to-use controls.
Extra-high-yield toner and drum life lower total cost of ownership and save space
in the stockroom.

ProXpress M4020ND/TAA
Enjoy fast 42 PPM performance, professional quality and lower operating
costs from this monochrome laser printer. ReCP (Rendering Engine for
Clean Page) technology delivers solid printouts with sharp, clear text, while
the compact footprint allows this printer to fit in even the most cramped
work spaces.

CLP-680ND/TAA
Fast and flexible with true color, this 25 PPM color laser printer for small
work groups produces vibrant, high-quality printouts. A simple operating
panel, compact design and high-yield toner make it the perfect color printer
for any environment.

CLP-775ND/TAA
Optimize the quality of your printouts and reduce operational costs with this
35 PPM color laser printer. It has the speed and easy connectivity to meet
your agency’s workflow demands, the power to handle print jobs of all sizes
and vibrant color to produce brilliant printouts on every page. High-yield toner
and up to three optional paper trays allow users to print massive reports with
minimal intervention.
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Desktop Displays
Improve efficiency and productivity with a broad lineup of reliable, cutting-edge Samsung desktop displays. These
commercial-grade monitors have all the power, performance and versatility to handle your agency’s needs.

450 Series Monitors
These reliable, cost-effective monitors are perfect for everyday agency use.
Energy-efficient with improved ergonomics, an adjustable stand, a narrow-bezel
design and wider connectivity options make the 450 Series versatile enough to meet
your agency’s needs.
19 INCH: S19E450BR | 21.5 INCH: S22E450B | 21.5 INCH: S22E450D
23.6 INCH: S24E450DL | 23.6 INCH: S24E450D | 27 INCH: S27E450D

UHD 850 and 970 Series Monitors
Make your users more productive with higher-resolution monitors. Our QHD and
UHD monitors offer higher resolution than standard 1080p monitors so users can
see more details on the screen. Perfect for engineers, programmers, designers,
command and control, and anyone wanting more accurate and detailed images
that are critical to performing their tasks efficiently and accurately.
23.5 INCH: U24E850R | 28 INCH: U28E850R | 31.5 INCH: U32E850R

Curved Monitors
Enjoy a truly immersive viewing experience that lets you enjoy big, bold and
stunning panoramic views while you work. With a design inspired by the curve of
the human eye and flicker-free technology, Samsung’s energy-efficient, eco-friendly
curved monitors deliver a more comfortable, more enjoyable viewing experience.
23.5 INCH: S24E650C | 27 INCH: S27E650C

Samsung’s extensive portfolio of government contracts includes government-wide acquisition contracts (GWAC), multiple award
schedules (MAS), multiagency contracts (MAC) and blanket purchase agreements (BPA). Below are a sample of some of the
contract options available for Samsung products. Products displayed in this catalog are not necessarily available through all of the
referenced contracting options.

1200 New Hampshire Avenue NW, 6th Floor, Washington, DC 20036
For more information, call: 1-866-SAM4BIZ
For complete product information and accessories, visit samsung.com/government or samsung.com/business.
Follow Us:
youtube.com/samsungbizusa
@SamsungBizUSA
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